
THE  
LOOK
Marketing materials are an important part of getting the word out about your Origami Owl® business. 

Give customers a glimpse of what Origami Owl is about by achieving our unique look! From our 

signature colors to our standard fonts, look through our guidelines to create the perfect O2 feel!

Before sending your materials to marketing@origamiowl.com for approval, please look through this 

handy guide to make sure your piece portrays the O2 spirit.

FONTS, COLORS & LOGO GUIDELINES

DESIGNER LOGO

®

DESIGNER LOGO IN REVERSE

CORPORATE LOGO*

The Origami Owl Logo is a representation of our company and our core values. To obtain electronic 

versions of our logo, go to the resources section of your back office. Whenever you are using the 

Origami Owl logo on a background other than white, always use the reverse version of the logo.

Learn all of our Logo “do’s” including how to use our logo and which logos work best in specific materials.

   O2 APPROVED LOGOS

OWL MASCOT

O2 LOGO*
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*Please note, the O2 and corporate logos may not be used in Designer-created materials.



AQUA

PMS 325
#66cccc

RGB: 
101,203,201

CMYK:
56,0,26,0

PINK

PMS 218
#ff6699

RGB:
235,107,176

CMYK:
4,72,0,0

YELLOW 

PMS 3945
#ffff00

RGB:
245,230,0

CMYK:
3,0,85,0

GREEN 

PMS 339
#009999

RGB:
0,178,136

CMYK:
83,0,63,0

CORAL 

PMS 1785
#ff3366

RGB:
255,73,92

CMYK:
0,86,55,0

BLUE 

PMS 7455
#4d5fab

RGB:
56,93,174

CMYK:
85,69,0,0

GRAY 

PMS Cool Gray 9
#76777b

RGB:
118,119,123

CMYK:
55,47,44,10

Not sure which shade of aqua portrays Origami Owl best? Or what about the perfect accent colors to 

use in your marketing materials? Check out a list of our unique color combos to make your materials pop.

   O2 APPROVED COLORS

   O2 LOGO DO’S AND DONT’S

Using the logo correctly will maintain the consistency and the brand recognition Origami Owl seeks 

to build with our audience. Please see usage examples below.

DO’s

DO maintain equal clearance white space 
surrounding the logo (the horizontal and vertical 
space between the logo and other information)

DO hold down the Shift key when resizing the logo 
to maintain proportions and avoid distortion.

DONT’s

DON’T distort the logo 

DON’T texturize or add effects

DON’T recolor the logo 

DON’T rearrange elements from the logo

DON’T shrink the logo smaller than 1.25 in wide.
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LEAGUE GOTHIC
Used in headlines and in caps only - download this free font at fontsquirrel.com/fonts/League-Gothic

Used as accent/never caps - download this free font at fontsquirrel.com/fonts/pacifico

pacifico

Unsure of which fonts represent O2? Read through our tips to find out the fonts we like best.

The Gotham and Clarendon fonts are available for purchase; however you can achieve a similar font with the following 

standard fonts available on your computer.

Gotham Book

GOTHAM BOLD

Used in bodies of text

Used in headlines and as accent

TAHOMA BOLD

Tahoma / Geneva
Used in bodies of text

Used in headlines and as accent

BRAND FONTS ALTERNATE FONTS

   O2 APPROVED FONTS

Used for numbers 

Clarendon
1234567890

Used for numbers 

Century
1234567890


